This Easter Sunday, Alistair McQueen will be hosting a Zombie Jesus Ball at the Blue Moon Bar in Lawrenceville. On this holiest of days ... why?

I'll be proselytizing ... reminding people to ask permission; getting consent; women's rights. You know, preaching the holy bible of Satan.

Expect a numerous amount of zombies taking over the bar, eating brains, massacring the liquor bottles -- chugging them down as if it was the blood of Christ.

Zombie Jesus is being played by a drag queen.**

You'll also get a moment here with the Easter Bunny*** ... our good friend of Zombie Jesus.

Don't forget chocolate! You cannot worship your Lord and savior without chocolate!

**Performed by Lydia Dahmer
***Performed by Pushing Daisys

“We can have a party every Sunday. This is our church. This is the church for a lot of gay people. In fact, I know a lot of gay people who call going to the club, going to church ... so, that's what we're doing every Sunday. We're having our own church.”

Alistair McQueen
Stage Name: Smokin' McQueen
Production Company: Smoke This Productions
Favorite Zombie Movie: Dawn of the Dead ('78)
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